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April 18, 1956

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Freedom Forum Opens Monday;
Dr. Schwarz To Speak On Friday
Bales Announces
Publication Of Book

By LOUIS ECKSTEIN

Approximately 125 persons from 26 &,tates, the District
of Columbia and Australia will attend the 17th Freedom Forum
to be held on the campus of Harding College Apr. 23-27, Dr.
Papa Aukamp, played by Dick Richardson, is determined not to let
George S. Benson, director of the National Education Program,
the family be disgraced by Emma, his daught.er, played by Romona
Thompson. Jake Aukamp (Burl Hogins) and Mama Aukamp (Loretta
Dr. James D. Bales, professor of announced. The National Education Program sponsors the
Lee) stand helplessly by as Emma receives her · punlishment.
Christian doctrine at Harding, has Freedom Forums, which were begun in 1949.
By TONY PIPPEN

"Papa Is All," a' three-act comedy, will be presented in
the large auditorium Friday, Apr. 20, at 8 p. m.
The cast consists of Papa Aukamp, Dick Richardson;
Mama Aukamp, Loretta Lee; Emma Aukamp, Ramona Thompson; Jake Aukamp, Burl Hogins; Mrs. Yoder, Carolyn Hightdwer; : State Trooper Brendle, Phil Watson. Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Wiley are directing the play. Mr. Wiley states that he
has directed and acted in this play previously and that it has
---------------<>always proved to be a success.

I

The five-day seminar is designed
"to contribute to the strength and
continuity of the freedom philosophy on which the American way of
life is founded." Its specific purposes are to achieve a better understanding and appreciation of the
American political and economic
system, discuss problems such as
waste in government and harmony
between employers and employees
and to demonstrate tools and materials for communicating American
citiz.e nship education in school
classrooms, industries and communities.
Highlights of the program include
an address by Roger Fleming, secretary-treasurer of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, entitled
"The Politics of' Equal Shares in
Agriculture - Threat to Opportunity and Freedom;" a visual aid presentation, "The Science of Communications" by Clifford A. Welch, director of the United States Navy's
West Coast training aids center; and
a panel discussion on "The Goal of
Harmony in Industry" which will
bring together a labor union official, an ~dustrial executive and a
small town Arkansas banker representing the public's viewpoint.

Papa Is A Tyrant
"Papa Is All" is a story of a
Pennsylvania Dut ch mother, daughter and son who rebel against their
tyrannical father.
Mamma and Papa are of the
Mennonite religion, but the son and
daughter have not yet accepted it.
They remain worldy until they get
the "call" to become "plain" or
Mennonite.
More than 200 juniors and sen.
Papa misuses the Mennonite traiors from high schools in Arkansas dition for his own selfish purposes,
an~ surrounding states are exepcted to which Mama, an authentic Mento attend the annual Senior Day nonite, has no objection.
program to be h~ld Friday on the
Emma, the daughter, falls in love
Harding campus.·
with a surveyor. Jake, the son, likes
The following program has been mechanics and wants to simplify
planned:
farm life by installing modern
10:00-10:15 - Registration.
machinery. Mamma wishes to be
10:15-10:40 - Welcome and ex- friendly and associate with the
planation of the day's activities.
neighbors, but Papa opposes them
10:45-11:25 Chapel program all and keeps them in complete isoAmong the conferees registered
given by Harding's musical groups. lation.
are 26 educators including Dr. Vern11:30-12:15 - Lunch.
Emma constitutes a crisis when
· on L. Nickell, State Superintendent
12:30-1:45 - Campus tours.
she steals away with her boy-friend
of Public Instruction in Illinois; Dr.
1:55-2:30 Explanation of the to see a movie. Papa learns of this,
Parmer L. Ewing, superintendent of
various departments.
and, in a fury, sets out to avenge
the Buffalo (N. Y.) public school
2:45-3:30 - Harding films.
what he calls an outrage to his
system; and Creighton E. Hays, head
3:30-3:45 - Question and answer family honor. He is determined to
of the social studies department,
period.
kill the surveyor.
Lincoln high school, Seattle.
4:00-5:00 - Baseball game.
No Respect For Papa
Mr. Fleming, who heads the na5:00-5:30 Dinner.
Jake finds an opportunity to hit
tional headquarters offices of the
5:30-8:00 - Free time.
Papa over the head with a monkFarm Bureau in Washington, D. C.,
8:00-10:00 - Play, "Papa Is All." ey wrench and loads him into a
is one of the nation's most influcoal car that is stopped at a highential voices on the problems of
way crossing - hoping Papa will be
agriculture. Clifford Welch is the
carried away. He reports Papa to
Navy's top educational communicabe dead; that a train wrecked the
tions expert and is recognized as
car he was in.
Bison Staff To Meet
one of the nation's foremost authorThe family is greatly relieved, and
ities on the science of communicaJake is reluctant to reveal the Tomorrow Afternoon
tion.
truth. However, Papa soon returns.
There will be an important
The program, opening Monday of
Six Harding students made a He reports that he has shot the
meeting
of
the
Bison
staff
tonext
week:
straight "A" average during the first surveyor and prepares to resume
Monday: Keynote address, "This
half of this semester according to domination of the family, but it morrow aiternoon at 4:85 in the
the mid-semester honor list released develops that he has wounded the Bison Office. All staff members Is Our Problem-1956," Dr. George
S. Benson, President of Harding Coltoday by the Office of the Registrar. wrong man, thereby violating the are expected to attend.
lege; "The Problem of Waste in
Those making straight "A's" are: . law of the land.
Billy
Cox,
sophomore,
James -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Chandler and Stan Schwartz, juniors; and 0. D. Morrow, Faye Paxson and Louise Shults, seniors.
There were 115 on the honor list,
which is composed of the names of
"Dear Mr. Rhodes: As you know job includes corresponding with all about his work he is perfectly welstudents in the upper 15 per cent I'm perfectly willing to work just workers, agreeing on the number of come to come to my office and talk
of each class.
anywhere this fall, but I would cer- hours a student may work and as- it over with me, and I always do
my best to satisfy him. Actually
tainly appreciate it if I could be signing students to various jobs.
Dr. Benson's secretary. I've had
But this is only part of the story. this is economical - a happy stuloads of experience. I used to type He is also in charge of vet village, dent is a working student.
"Of course we give juniors and
letters for my father and, etc., etc." responsible for the maintenance of
When Jess Rhodes, Hardin.g 's as- plant facilities, and handles any seniors preference over sophomores
sistant business :inanager and coor- other odd job that might turn up in and freshmen. That's the only fair
thing to do. You start a freshman
dinator of student employment, re- a day's work.
ceives this letter in mid-July, his
A typical working student earns off on a janitorial job and as he
A completely new kitchen will work begins.
$100 a semester on the Harding advances in age and experience he
be built in the dining hall this sumAnd before school .starts in early campus. Last year a total -of $62,- becomes "IIlore suitable for a higher
mer according to Mrs. Corine Hart, September he has handled 200 such 000 was paid to student· employees type of work.
college dietican.
letters. Most of them are from by the college and its auxiliary en"Most of the girls naturally prefer
The new kitchen will contain freshmen and sophomores; the more terprises. The scope of jobs avail- office jobs, and next it's the dining
walk-in refrigerators and freP.zers, pleasing ones come from juniors and able ranges from work in the din- hall. I find that the boys are pretty
an automatic garbage disposal, a seniors. Each of these letters of ap- ing hall, to librarian, to janitorial content with the . job you assign
new Jee-maker and other appli- plication means that a job must be duties.
them."
filled - adequately and reliably "I give them an opportunity to
ances.
Rhodes likes his job, despite the
In discussing the new kitchen, and in so:ine cases that new jobs state what they want, and then we long· hours and multiple responsiMrs. Hart :~aid, "If people could see must be created to handle the over- try to work out son;i.ething," Rhodes bilities. It has its humorous mombehind the scenes in the prepara- flow that usually comes in.
said. "If a sudent is qualified for a ents. "I told a freshman last year
tion of the meals, it would give
·Rhodes is responsible for some certain job, then of course it's to his to take a tub of dirt to the fish
them a deeper appreciation of the 280 students or approximately 33 and our advantage to work him pond - he poured it in the pond."
per cent of the student body. His there. Then, if a student is unhappy
serviee."
But this is all in a day's work!

200 High School
Seniors To Visit
campus Friday

'

announced the publication of his
latest book, "Miracles or Mirages."
The purpose
of the book is
to
determine
"Whether or not
God has granted
to men today
the power to
perform miracles
that He granted
to certain men
in the Bible."
Bales takes the
view that such
power is not
Dr. Bales
granted today.
He shows the importance of the
question when he points out in the
preface that the failure of healing
groups to live up to their promises
has caused loss of faith in God,
great despondency, insanity, and,
in some cases, even death.
His method of approach is to compare modern "miracles with the
miracles recorded in the Bible.
Of special interest is the chapter
in which Bales contrasts the claims
of the healing groups with their
accomplishments. Here he reveals
that "healers" often fail in their
healings and that even in the apparently successful cases they accomplish nothing supernatural.
Published by the Firm Foundation Publishing House, Austin, Tex.,
the book is the most recent of a
number of books by Dr. Bales.
Among his earlier works are: "Was
Peter Pope?" and "New Testament
Interpretation of Old Testament
Prophecy."
(Copies of "Miracles or Mirages"
may be obtained at the Harding College Bookstore according to Mrs. J.
L. Dykes, manager. The price is
$8.00.)

Six Students

Make All 'A's'

I-larding Students Earn As They Learn

New ·Kitchen

To Be Installed

Government," a flannelboard and
film presentation on the Hoover
Commission
Report,
John
M.
Schrade, Aetna Life Insurance Co.
An evening film program will be
presented.
Tuesday: Mr. Fleming's address; a
panel discussion, "Do You Really
Believe in Capitalism," Dr. Emerson P. Schmidt, director economic
research, United States Chamber of
Commerce, Washington, D. C.; Dr.
Melchior Palyi, visiting lecturer in
the Harding College School of American Studies; Mr. Fleming; Dr. Benson, moderator. "The Goal of Harmony in Industry," a panel discussion, Floyd Early, business representative, Local 586, International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Kansas
City; Floyd D. Wallace, vice-presi- •
dent and general manager, Adams
Division Le Tourneau-Westinghouse
Co., Indianapolis; Tom Wilson, president, First State Bank, Conway. A
new film on communications, "Production 5118," R. C. Skillman, public relations director, Champion
Paper and Fiber Co., Hamilton, 0.
Opening visitation to "American
Economics," at which exhibits will
be staged by General Electric Co.,
Du Pont Co., Republic Steel Co.,
Kennecott Copper Co. and Inland
Steel Corp.
Wednesday: Mr. Welch's presentation; "This is Our Problem-1956,''
a flannelboard lecture, Jack Cor,
executive secretary, Freedom in Action, Houston. A film workshop with
"The American Adventure," citizenship education series produced by
the National Education Program.
Participating will be Richard M.
Peters, director of sales and promotion KCMC-TV, Texarkana; Peter
Steele, educational director, Associated Industries of Missouri; Don
McCulloch, supervisor of advertising
and publicity, Mississippi Power Co.
In the evening the Searcy Chamber
of Commerce will be host to Forum
conferees at a White River Fish
Fry at the Country Club.
Thursday: "Ten Programs at GE,"
Howard W. Bennett, consultant, economic education, Education and
Training Services, General Electric
Co., New York. "Small Industries
Can Communicate Too," James
Fredman, auditor, Folger Coffee Co.,
Kansas City. "The Power of Your
Vote,'' a flannelboard presentation,
C. A. "Chuck" Gillespie, supervisor
Employee Relations Dept., Allison
Division, General Motors Corp., Indianapolis. A panel
discussion,
"Some Aspects of CoJ:l?.niunism," J.
D. Bales, Harding College School of
Religion; Dr. Richard Staar, professor of political science, Harding
School of American Studies; Dr.
Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., dean of the
School of American Studies, moderator. "Reaching the Community,"
Jack McDonald, director of public
relations, Arizona Public Service
Co., Phoenix; "In Our Hands," J.
N. Macombs, Jr., assistant director
of public relations, Inland Steel
Corp., Chicago.
Friday: "A Challenge to Take
Home," Dr. Benson. "CommunismAmerica's Mortal Enemy," Dr. Fred
Schwarz, Sidney, Australia.
Glenn A. Green, associated director of the National Education program, hi Forum director. Dr. Ganus will be Forum leader, assisted by
Dr. Staar and Mr. Green.

Welcome Senior Day Visitors, To Harding College Campus
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T. V. Or Not T. V.

NEWS

Views

Not by
Bread Alone

and
Previews

For the past several years residents of Armstrong Hall
By LANNY FARIS
have patiently waited for the day when there would be a
Kelly-Rainier
nuptial-Grace Kelly
television set in the reception room. That day has never come!
arrived in Monaco last Thursday
The girls dormitories have had television for the past few
and made final arrangements for
years, but none of the three boy's dorms have it. Certainly
the three day wedding ceremony
the boys do not begrudge the girls having television, but they
which began today, Apr, 18. Grace
By John White, Guest Writer
wonder why there is the discrimination.
and Rainier will spend their honThe greatest blight on the church
eymoen on the prince's yacht.
The Bison understands that the television sets in the
They will be accompanied by a and on Christian young people togirls' dorms were bought 'w ith money donated by the men who
crew of 10 and Oliver, Grace's day is half-hearted Christianity. We
have attended the various Freedom Forums that have been
poodle.
Grace said that she hopes should not let indifference about the
held on the campus. Since the Freedom Forum men do not
to
have
a large family. When ask- future welfare of the church keep us
stay in Armstrong, it is not likely that they would contribµte
ed about her citizenship, she said from preparing ourselves properly
money to install television there.
that she would keep a dual citi- while we have at . hand such valuThe Freedom Forum men will, however, probably give money
zenship; however her son, if she able facilities for preparation.
again to the girls in payment for their inconvenience in movIn the years to come we shall be
has one, will be Monegassue.
expected to be capable of teaching,
ing out of their rooms for a week to let the visitors. occupy
Ideal Primary-Of all the primaries giving personal guidance and solvthem during Freedom Forum week.
on the · calendar before conven- ing spiritual problems BECAUSE
Since the girls already have television, would it be asking
tion time, Wisconsin's was the WE ATI'ENDED HARDING COLtoo much of them to ask them to let this money be used to buy
one that was the closest thing to LEGE. If we are not prepared to do
a television set for Armstrong Hall? Wouldn't the boys do as
a pollster's dream of the perfect these jobs, it will reflect on US bemuch for the girls?
test of November. Wisconsin's 2,- cause Christians everywhere are

\I

\I

I
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'-----------BY CHARLES PITTMAN

Young Drivers Have More Accidents

200,000 voters represented a good
mixture of different social levels.
Even better than that, there was
only one Democrat, Estes Kefauver, running against one Republican, Ike Eisenhower. In this ideal
primary, the Republicans carried
nine out of 10 congressional districts, 58 out of 71 counties, and
58 per cent of the total vote. Even
though the Republicans received
a majority of the votes, Kefauver
made a good showing and will
probably continue to do so in the
remaining primaries.

Last year was ·one of the bloodiest years on our nation's
highways, with a near record total of 37,800 deaths. As if this
were not grim enough, our young drivers figured prominently
in compiling these statistics. More than 27 per cent of all
drivers involved in fatal accidents last year were under 25
years of age, a greater number than ever before.
This figure, in the recently released safety booklet "Fatal
Fallacies," an annual publication of the Safety Service of The
Travelers Insurance · Companies of Hartford, Connecticut, em- Israel, Egypt cease-fire-United Naphasizes the fact that the safety record of drivers under 25
tions secretary-general Dag Hamdeteriorated sharply in 1955.
Marskjold, has made some proThe inescapable conclusion to this is that excessive speed
gress towards settling the border
fighting between Israel and Egypt.
and recklessness are the principal faults in these accidents.
So far the secretary-general has
In comparison, it can be pointed out that the group of
succeeded in getting both sides
drivers over 25 years of age made a significant improvement
to move all their troops one-third
in its safety record for 1955. This improvement was evident
of ·a mile from the demarcation
particularly in the incidence of fatal accidents, once again
line. He has received written aspointing to the speed and recklessness of younger drivers.
surances, from' both countries that
Young people react quickly and learn quickly. With these
they would refrain from hostile
two factors in their favor, their driving record should theoretiacts. Mr. Hammarskjold has made
cally be better than their elders'. Fast reflexes are not enough,
a good start toward peace in the
ho:wever, to avert a serious accident ihvolving a recklessly
Middle East, but there will probably be more trouble before the
driven car traveling at an excessive rate of speed.
two countries make final peace.
The capacity for rapid learning must be utilized as well, in
increased driver training programs, particularly in high
schools and colleges.
Speed and recklessness should be the primary targets of
these programs.

?nake ?nine

Approximately 15,730 persons
Saturday is the most dangerwere killed in week-end traffic acci- ous day ?f the week to drive.
dents last year.
Four to 8 p. m. are the most
More than 766,000 persons were dangerous hours of the day to drive.
injured in week-end traffic accidents last year.
Excessive speed was the principal
cause of traffic accidents in 1955.
The pedestrian record reflected
More than 78 per cent of vehicles
the fifth consecutive year of improvement for motor vehicle acci- involved in fatal accidents in 1955
were traveling straight ahead.
dents in 1955.

MUSIC
By SUGAR STEWART

more respect or thoughtful attention than any other college class.
No, half-hearted Christianity is
NOT slyly creeping into our ranks
from behind. It is boldly staring us
in the face!
We are in real danger when we
can sing a hymn with our thoughts
on earthly matters, when the Lord's
Supper becomes a weekly ritual,
when our minds "follow afar off"
during public prayers, when personal secular matters come before
personal consecration or when social achievement even temporarily
becomes more important than the
kingdom of God.
Until we become perfect in all
aware that the opportunity to develop oneself in these capacities is phases of Christian activity, we cannot afford to slow down in the ·
readily available on our campus.
struggle
for immortality.
We should evaluate carefully the
Instead of straggling behind and
preparations we are making to take
our places as leaders in the church letting others do the work, we
should become leaders and example8
when we leave Harding.
The symptoms of half-hearted in all that is good. Let us resolve to
Christianity on the Harding campus begin· immediately to prepare ourare distressingly evident at times. selves for positions of leadership,
Each Sunday morning some stu- whether we will return to our home
dents prefer an extra hour's sleep congregation for the summer or
to Bible class attendance. Most of whether we are graduating and gothem do attend the worship service, ing to other places.
but that is just half of the morning
May we eagerly search for opporservice - an example of half- tunities of service as bishops, deahearted Christianity.
cons, song-leaders, teachers, preachThere are others who would not ers, ministers to the sick, comforters
even consider m1ssmg Sunday of the distressed and builders of
Bible classes, but who are "too Christian homes!
busy to come to the Monday night
The
indifferent,
half-hearted
meetings." If we are too busy to Christian is in as great danger of
spend in devotion one hour out of eternal punishment as the alien
the 24 that we have on Monday, we sinner. In the parable of the talents
are too busy to be in school or else the unprofitable servant was cast
we have not used the rest of the into outer darkness because of failtime wisely.
ure to use what he had, not for evil
And there are those who can deeds.
hardly wait until the devotional
When we are tempted to relaJi our
part of the chapel service has end- efforts, may the words of Jeremiah
ed so they can start reading their sting our consciences: "Cursed be
mail. Still others hold the opinion he that dooth the work of Jehovah
that a Bible class commands no negligently . . . "
!£E

Rambling with Richard
'. : ; ; i ),~ IJI)

By

J1:M

BORDEN, Guest Writer

During my three years at HarFor Hire: Services of young pre- rice and face those ever-haunting
ding, I have become more and more law student to argue cases of stu- fumes that fill every corner of our
cognizant of a trend that could have dents who have not finished outside humble abode. It is almost beyond
devastating repercussions on the reading or term papers. Rates rea- human control to realize that bemusical future of this institution.
sonable now, but will increase as hind that flimsy ·s creen door to the
Today we are faced with a prob- time runs out. For small extra fee Beck's apartment lies the solution
lem more somber in its implica- student can obtain super job which to all our problems - food! Beware,
tions than the retirement of Aunt includes large red apple and foot Mr. Beck! Psychology teaches us
Rena. We have come to the end kissing. Our motto: "Let us do your that hunger is man's greatest drivof an era, and unless drastic steps crying for you." For sympathetic ing force, and those drooling Armare taken, the Harding A Cappella service contact Lyman Turley, Inc. strong wolves that roam in front
today.
Chorus will just be a memory.
of your door each evening are about
to drive.
What is this trend that is endangering Harding musically? We
In the dramatic vein, Campus
have fewer and fewer students every Players presents its spring producIt seems to Richard that Neale
year who sing in t he shower!
tion this Friday, "Papa is All". Don't Pryor hit upon a solution to part of
One can walk the halls of Arm- miss Peachy Hightower's portrayal our chapel program problem last
strong for hours and not hear one of the town busybody, Mrs. Yoder, Friday when he urged social clubs
Dennie Hall ...... .. .. ....... .... . .. ......... ........... ................ Editor
shower singer, My research commit- She's terrific!
on campus to present more "chaptee also reyorts that this situation
els" in the future.
Richard Gee .......... .... ................... ....... Business Manager
exists in Pattie Cobb and Cathcart.
How logical is it for us to sit back
It must be stopped! For years
Let's digress a moment and in- Armstrong residents have tolerated - day after day - and gripe about
Tony Pippen ......... ...... .......... ........ ............................. .............. Assistant Editor vestigate the factors that contribut- the abuse, but the time has now chapel bores when the solution lies
Nona Williams .............. .................................................................. News '.Editor ed to the success of chorus members come for actioµ.. Our problem is right in our own hands? The adCharles Pittman .......... .............................................................. Religious Editor of the past. Winkeepoo Leskevar, that the smell from Dot Beck's ministration has been very fair
Margaret Hardy ..... ... .. ... ................ ..... ...................................... Society Editor the most outstanding soprano of the cooking is driving us crazy.
about student programs and has enDewey Brown ..... .... .. .. . ....... .. ........... ........... .......................... ..... .... Sports Editor chorus during her six years as an
Last Thursday it was· steak and couraged, yes begged, for more stuGarrett Timmerman ..... :.......................................... Assistant Sports Editor undergraduate student, stated many hot rolls; the week before that it dent participation in chapel. It has
times that singing in the shower did
was fried liver with onions; and even offered a 25 dollar cash award
Bill Stafford, Harold Norwood, Dale Flaxbeard, Ken Nichols,
more for her voice than taking 16 last night it was Southern fried for the best student program of the
Jo Ann Holton, Raymond Morris .......... .................................. Sports Staff aspirins before going to bed.
year. And yet, it is much easier to
chicken with brown graVY.
This is just one of the many exgripe and groan than it is to work.
Walt Gilfilen, Wanda Diestelkamp, Mary Ann Hopper,
amples that could be given, but this
How can they expect us to reWhy wouldn't it be a good plan
Cathy Sample, Caroll Dunkin, Barbara Galyan,
one should be enough to impress turn from an evening feast of white for a central organization such as
Herb Stewart, Caroll Pearson, Dot Goodwin, Louis
upon you the importance of singthe Intra-Club Council or the StuEckstein, Janis Griffin ... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. .. ... .... .... .... ..... .... .... .. .. .... .... .. Reporters
ing in the show6'.
sion in one of these greatly needed dent Association to formulate a
Presently, the only shower singer enlarged showers. Future chorus club chapel c8.Iendar at the beginDick Richardson, Jackie Anguish, Cissy Blake, Sally Rogers,
ning of each semester and request
Calvin Downs, Sallie Turner, Jackie Jones .................... Feature Writers of note in Armstrong Hall is Jimmy members? I'll say!
"Country" Hudson, the dynamic,
Further, in the inte~'viewing of every club on campus to be responJim Gainey .. ............. ........ ............. .. ....... ................... .. ..... ............. Photographer young
tenor-baritone-bass
from new students, Prof. Jim Atkinson sible for one program during the
Sue Gary, Mack Graham, Merlen Ward, Kay Parris ................ Copyreaders Possum Trot, Miss. To hear his vo- should inquire as to their shower semester.
Wallace Alexander and Elizabeth Lansden ................... ......... Proofreaqers cal exercises during his bath per- singing talents. Instead of a tranOf course it would take a little.
Lyman Turley .............. ..... .. .................... ........... Assistant Business Manager iod is truly inspirational. Every script from the prospective students' work and ingenuity. Surely if each
Sugar Stewart .. .... . .. ........ ................ ....................... ........ Circulation Manager music lover at Harding should hear high school, a transcription from club studied its membership closeDoyle Helms ...................................... ............ .. Assistant Circulation Manager ''Country," especially his rendition their shower room should be re- ly, it could come up with some
Alfred Couch, Shirley Fort, Charlene Kimbro, Don Helms.. Circulation Staff of "Goodnight, Lava soap:"
kind of an entertaining program
quired.
Jerry Westbrook, Lanny Faris ................................................ Business Staff
Now let's consider two solutions
As an example of the success of such as group singing, a play, draNeil Cope ............. ....................................................................... Faculty Advisor to the problP.m. First, the showers in shower . singing, Mason Andres has matic readings or a fashion show.
the dormitories need to be enlarged singed a contract wl.th Dot Record- Chapel programs should be the stuSubscription Price: $2 Per Year
so that larger groups of students ing Corp., contingent only , on its dents' problem, if for no other reason than because we are the ones
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regular can participate in shower singing at signing of the contract.
In the future, let's not have those who have to sit through them.
academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the stu- the same time.
Why not stop complaining and
Just think what exciting sounds messy popcorn eating sessions after
dents of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
would greet the audio senses if vespers; rather, invite your favorite start acting by resolving that your
Entered as second class matter August 18, 193p, at Searcy, Arkansas, Richardson, Turley, Ward and group down to your shower and club will be the first next year to
Post Office under act of March 3, 1879.
present a chapel program.
Powers could have a musical ses-1 just sing like crazy.

' I'
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Omega Phis And Dates Journey
To Petit Jean For Spring Outing

I

I

Breakfast at Nancy Randle's home started the day for the
Omega Phis and their dates Mohday. The group then journeyed
to Petit Jean for the annual spring outing.

.

.

Attending were: Loretta Lee, G u y < > - - - - - - - - - - - - - Vanderpool; Elizabeth Lansdon, Pat
Dykes; Carolyn Pogue, Buddy Childress; Betty Baker, Bill Shupe; Floriece Adams, Mary Torres; Shirley
Blake, Max Bates; Bobbie' Bunch,
Lou Clark.
Margie Crawford, Herman AlexMr. and Mrs. Acel E. Dalton,
ander; Christine Totty, Ronald Coble; Margie Hall, George Keiffer; Overland, Mo., announce the enNancy Randle, Stan Schwartz; Linda gagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Jean, to S/Sgt.
Crews, Bill Moore; Dot McGinnis,
Graham Bjrdsdall; Margaret Hard- William Marsden Looper, U.S.M.C.
Mr. Looper is the son of Mr. and
' in, Jim Hudson; . Janiece Selby,
Mrs. Orville Looper, also of OverMarsh Goodson; Delia Beth Stephland.
enson, John Vanderpool.
Betty Clark, Harold Vanderpool;
The wedding will take place July
Sallie Turner, Jim Borden; Patsy 28 at the Overland Church of Christ.
Miss Dalton graduated from WellParker, Pat Teague; Margie McGinnis, Winfred Wright; Glenda Tay- ston High School, Wellston, Mo.,
lor, Joe Segraves; Mrs. Edwina Wil- and is now a junior majoring in
son and Mrs. Frances Murdock, home economics at Harding. She is
a member of the Mu Eta Adelphian
sponsors.
social club and the Home Economics
Club.
S/Sgt. Looper attended Normandy
High School, Normandy, Mo., and is
now engaged in advanced electronics study at Millington Naval Air
Good Foods Station, Millington, Tenn.

Miss Jean Dalton
Engaged To Wed

I
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I
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White House
Grocery

Reasonable Prices
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Heating and
Air Conditioning

I

by

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE

Garner-McKenney
. Supply Co.
Bui/cling Specialties

Phone 488

205 West
Phone 1
Your WESTINGHOUSE
DEALER

Get your Spring Tune-up early

Milam-Hollis
Engagement Told

April 18, 1956

The engagement of Miss Marilyn
Milam to Airman Rudolph Hollis
has been announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Milam,
Camden. Mr. Hollis is the son of
Mrs. Homer Hollis of Lillie, La., and
the late Mr. Hollis.
Miss Milam was graduated from
Camden High School and attended
Harding College where she was a
member of Delta Chi Omega.
Mr. Hollis graduated from Spearsville High School, Spearsville, La.,
and is now stationed with the
United States Navy in .Lakehurst,
N. J.
A summer wedding is planned.

Civil Service
Announces Need
The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced that
engineers are needed for employment in the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency and Redstone Arsenal in
Huntsville, Ala. Starting salaries
range from $4,345 to $11,610 a
year. The optional fields of work
include aeronautical, chemical, electrical, electronics, general, industrial, mechanical and ordnance engineering.
To qualify, applicants must have
had appropriate college study or
pertinent engineering experience.
Applications will be accepted until
further notice and must be filed
with the Executive Secretary, Board
of United States Civil Service Examiners, Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala.
Further information and applications forms may be obtained from
post offices throughout the country
or from the United States Civil
Service Commission, Washington,

D. C.
Ir.··---------------------------------~
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Practice
For May Begins
Fete
,
Preparati-:m and rehearsals for
the 1956 May Day were put into
full swing this week by May Fete
director Jackie King. ·
Among the changes in this year's
event is the addition of a second
May pole which will bring the
number of persons participating up
to almost 100.
The three young ladies vying for
the title of Queen of May are Marparet Buch;i.nan, Mary Hill and Mary
Ann Powell. Selection of the queen
was made by the student body earlier in the school year, but her
identity will remain a secret until she is crowned May 1 by Prof.
James L. Atteberry.
;Members b~ !this year's .royal
court are: Della Stokes, Carolyn
Hutt, Tanya Watson, Shirley F.ort,
Doris Jones, Zerita McAlister, Susie
Byrant, Jean Dalton, Cleon Kiel,
Marjorie McGinnis, Ruby Anderson, Wanda Gwin.
Jo Ann Seay, Joe Segraves, Tony
Pippen, Burl Hogins, Harold Comer,
Herb Stewart, Weldon Hendrix,
Herman Alexander, Stan Schwartz,
Stan Shewmaker, Ron Coble.
Charles Grubbs, · Weldon Hatcher,
Bett ie West, Ruth Simmons, Marilyn Davis, Don Hayes, Ronald Kersh
and Jimmy Williams.
Maypole winders, other than
members of Jo Go Ju social club,
are: Rosalie Johnson, Fern Pasley,
Jackie Anguish, Mary Duer, Nita
Gray, Mary Turman, Delores Higgen.
bottom, Mary Ellen Fletcher, Jane
Aaron.
Dortha Puttman, Emilie Travis,
Elua Holloway, Camille Arrington,
Betty McNutt,
Sara Fontaine,
Christine Tot ty, Sallie Turner, Bobbie Bunch, Sue Paxson, Lula Harris, Frances Gould.
'
Rosalie Stills, Gloria Shewmaker,
Joy Arrington, Margaret Chafin,
Frances Parker, Kathleen Payne,
Frosty Hogan, Mary Ann Smith,
Shirlene Austin, and Shelby Overman.

Norman William Arnold, '82 is
living in Baton Rouge, La., where
he is working with Olin Gas Trans-mission Corp.
Valda Montgomery, '40, received
a cash merit award of $75 in the
Lion Oil Contest for her essay on
"Why I Am Dedicated to Teaching."
Valda is teaching fifth grade in
Clendenin Elementary School, North
Little Rock.
Jo Connell, '48, writes, "My work
here with the little Spanish speaking children is very interesting. I
have 26 children, 25 from six to
eight years old and one 11-year-old.
The church here has just begun mission work among the Spanish speaking people. I am the Bible teacher
and it certainly presents a challenge. Jo has been teaching in Artesia, N. M., this year. She plans to
attend Teachers' College of Columbia University this summer.
Riley Kenneth Ware, '49, is manager of Oklahoma Tire and Supply
Store in Sheridan.
Ralph and Verna VanHorn Mansell, '49 and '56, are living in Midland, Mich. Ralph, recently discharged from the 8.rµiy, has returned to
his job with Dow Chemical Co.
The Bob Skeltons, '58, write, "We
arrived in Salzburg, Austria, Feb.
24. We are now in the process of
learning the German language and
hope soon to be able to converse
with the people fluently. There are
six members of the church here plus
both of us."
Pvt. Sammy Floyd, '54, had one
of the supporting roles in "Finian's
Rainbow," a musical production presented in the Denver Opera House,
Fitzsimmons
Hospital,
Colorado
Springs, Colo., and on the post at
Ft. Carson, Colo. Sammy portrayed
Og, the leprechaun.
James L. Heydenreich, '55, is
working for a packing plant in
Omaha, Nebr.
Sam and Jeanetta Hazlet Stout,
In 1955, 37,800 Americans were '55 and '56, are living in Abilene,
killed in traffic accidents.
Texas, where Sam has been working for Greyhound • Bus Company
+·-·_,._,._,. ___ ,._.,_..
since his discharge from the Air
Force.

! Free Sewing lessons l
! for adults, each Tuesday !
! from 3 to 5 p.m. Contact i
! Mrs. Charlotte Morgan, :
! Searcy High School.
!
! Announcement of your !
l NECCHI ELNA!
NEU'S JEWELRY
!
DEAL.ER
! I watches diamonds •
I
:' 110 E. Center Ph. 1456 :'
i
I
:
!
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If they won't stop, call Hart!
If they won't .start, call Hart!
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HART AUTO SERVICE
(A HARDING ALUMNUS)
Day Phone 420
Night Phone 854-W

Stotts

~

I

Drug Store

THE PIT

103 W. Arch

Hamburgers···· -18c
6for $1.00
THE BEST BAR-B-Q IN TOWN
Highway 67 East

Phone 33

*3

99 ESSO
We give S & H
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Shop At

BEN FRANKLIN
Your Friendly Store
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More than 41 per cent of the
deaths and more than 35 per cent
of the injuries due to motor vehicle
accidents last year occurred on Saturdays and Sundays.

The Best Haircuts in
Town Come From

I

"The Greatest Guy In The World"
The Man Who Takes His Family

SALES & S~RVICE
The newest factory-approved equipment for
your convenience and satisfaction.

BEN SCROGGINS

OUT TO DINE!

"where to buy them"
I

Central -Barber Shop f
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PRINTING
IS OUR PURPOSE
Badges
Folders
Ribbons
Invoices

.,

...

Restaurant
You Will Like Our Food.

Placards
Handbills
Envelopes
Invitations
Catalogues
Statements
Letterheads
Receipt Books
Business Cards
Social Stationery

Printing in black or
color by letterpress
or photo lithography

1

Roberson s Rendezvous

Let us serve you .•••

Harding
College Press

and thanks

The MAYFAIR

1

I

Booklets

lincoln-Mercury

I

Phone 708
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Society
MARGARET HARDY, Society Editor

Weiner Roasts, Cook-outs, Breakfasts
Held By Clubs As Their Third Activity
By JACKIE JONES

New club officers chosen by the
Cavaliers in a recent meeting are:
Bill
Sights,
president;
Wayne
Knight,
vice-president; Kenneth
Harrison, secretary-treasurer and
Donald Warnock, reporter.
Cavalier outing will be Apr. 23
at Lake Latona.
The Delta Chi Omega's were the
guests of Mrs. Kenneth Davis Sunday night for dinner and a bunking
party.
Tri Sigma Deltas have set their
outing date for Apr. 23 at Norfork
Lake.
G.A.T.A. club had its third function Monday morning when the girls
and their guests cooked breakfast at
Camp Wyldewood. Attending were:
Marjia
Ruffin,
Paul
Sullivan;
Yvonne Niceswanger, Glenn Kelly;
Roselyn Shappley, Pete Ward; Mozelle Telchik, Weldon Hendrix;
Madge King, Bill Cloud; Glynda
Melton, Gil Kirkbride; Carroll Pearson, Johnny Thornton; Sue Carruth,
Bill Dismuke; Lucia DuBois, Ken
Vanderpool; Ann Mil!J.m, Ted Loyd;
Jayne Van Wey, Boyd Garner;
Jackie Jones, Dale Flaxbeard, Nita
Gray and Burl Cooper. Sponsors
were Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Baggett
a:nd Miss Imogene McAlister.
The Phi Delta's bad luck party,
held Friday the 13th, turned into a
good time for all. After hiking to
the Bill Williams' new home, the
girls and their dates enjoyed a weiner roast. Those attending were:
Ruby Anderson, John White; Ella
Starling, Dewayne Wright; Joyce
Woods, Benny Stephens; Marjorie
Harris, Howard Tibbals; Beverly
Snow, Earl Moss; Pauline Clark,
Virgil Weare; .Fern Pasley, John
McRay; Nancy Starr, Darrell Skinner; Hilda Milligan, Bill Diles; Hilda
Earls, Duane McCampbell; Mary
Torres, James Winfree; Joan Lawson, Jim Ellis; Sible Rockett, Bernard Waites; Melba Carlon, J. D.
Ewing; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams.
Members of the Oege had supper
togther Sunday night at the Rendezvous.
The new park was the setting
the M. E. A. third club activity.
Those attending the weiner roast
were: Carolyn Ainsworth, Don
Ruckman; Shirlene Austin, Doyle
Wood; Martha Crowell, Eddie Faulkner; Barbara Ethridge, Mike Moore;
Dorothy Hall, Ray Bailey; Martha
Jenkins, Phil Futrell; Louise McAlister, Thurman Alexander; Shelby

Overman, Ed Brewer; Johnnie
Vaughn, Joe Stephens; Johnice
Young, James Hearn; June and Jim
Shurbet, Grace Anne and Jim Gilfilen; Jean Dalton and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Atteberry, sponsors.
Twelve Lambda Sigmas are making plans to leave Saturday afternoon for a week-end vacation at
Reyno. They will be guests of Howard Flippin and will occupy cabins
owned by Flippin's parents. Those
going are Roger Dinning, Charles
Pittman, Bill Beeson, Carol Beeson,
Dennie Hall, Darrel Alexander, Bill
Shupe, Bob Petty, Jimmy Whitehead, Bill Dismuke, Mack Graham
and Howard Flippin.
Frater Sodalis elected the following officers Monday night: Benny
Stephens, president; Bernard Waites,
vice-president; Edward Ritchie, secretary; Pat Bell, treasurer; and Bill
Hampton, reporter. Plans were also
completed for the outing to Petit
Jean on Apr. 23. Stan Shewmaker
was chosen club coach for Track
· ld
and Fie Day.

Petit Jean Scene
Of Delta Iota
Spring Outing
Petit Jean was the scene of the
Delta Iota annual spring outing held
Monday.
Delta Iotas and their guests were:
Glenn Organ, Marilyn Toilet; Bill
Morgan, Kathleen Paine; Lanny
Faris, Juania Clift; Ron Carter, Mary
Ann Powell; Charles Cook. Kay Wilson; Wayne Cooper, Martha Tucker;
Richard Gee, Ginger Wofford; Glamen Hughes, Nelda Jean Walter;
Frank Randle, Doris Wakham.
Ozy Murp!:iy, Gayle Claunch; Harold Sisco, Gloria Shewmaker; Ray
Hester, Claudette Grable; Joe Darrah, Joy Edwards; Donald Pate,
Marilyn Fields; Dan Dalgren, Vonda Leewriiht; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence DePew, and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Atteberry,• sponsors.

Junior-Senior Banquet
Held Saturday Night

Approximately 130 persons attended the annual junior-senior
banquet. "Memories Are Made Of
This," was portrayed by the miniature campus scenes that served as
table centerpieces. These minia, tures began with a replica of the
entrance ,~ate and went on through
familiar scenes until the end of the
four years, which was symbolized by
a graduating cap and a diploma.
The speakers·' table was decorated
with orchid asters and candles.
Dr. Joe '.?ryor led the invocation,
Jerry Martin served as master of
ceremonies and welcomed the guests
and Pete Ward gave the response
Dr. George S. Benson spoke.
The class history was read by Jo
In a ceremony solemnized recent- Anne King, Neal Pryor read the
ly Miss Dorothy Faye Hall, daugh- will and gave the prophecy.
ter of Mr. a:nd Mrs. Theodore Hall
The menu consisted of tossed
Osceola, became the bride of James green salad, Swiss steak, baked poFielder, son of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
tato, English peas, hot rolls, lemon
Fielder, also of Osceola.
ice-box pie an~ coffee and tea.
The couple exchanged vows at
the Church of Christ With W. 0 . . In 1955, 2,158,000 persons were
Holly officiating.
injured in motor vehicle accidents
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a navy blue shantung suit with hat of matching color
and carried a white Bible centered
with a white orchid.
Mrs. Bennie Jo Davis served as
matron of honor, and Mr. Davis acted as Mr. Fielder's best man.
After a short wedding trip, the
couple returned to Osceola.
Mr. Fielder will receive his degree in pharmacy at Ole Miss in
May, after which he will be associated with Massengill Drug Company.
Mrs. Fielder, who is a former
Harding student, is now employed
at the Mississippi County Bank.

Dorothy Faye Hall
Weds David Fielder

of

McAdams-Orr
Vows Solemnized
Miss Bonnie McAdams became the
bride of William Ewing Orr recently
at the Orr home in Judsonia. Miss
McAdams is the daughter of Mr.
a:nd Mrs. Roy McAdams of Judsonia.
Mr. Orr is the son of Mrs. John
Orr and the late Mr. Orr.
Dr. Jack Wood Sears, minister of
the Locust a:nd Vine Church of
Christ in Searcy, officiated before a
setting of white stock in floor baskets. Bouquets of pink hyacinths
and yellow jonquils decorated the
rooms. Miss Nedra Vaughan of
Searcy sang.
The bride wore a dress of white
linen with matching bolero and a
white picture hat. Her corsage was
an orchid. She carried a point lace
handkerchief which was carried by
the bridegroom's mother at her
wedding.
Mrs. Charles Jamison 'of Little
Rock was matron of honor, and
Ralph Van Meter of Judsonia served as best man.
Following a wedding trip to New
Orleans, La., the couple will be at
home in Judsonia. Mr. Orr is supervisor of schools in White County.
Mrs. Orr is a member of the Crawfordsville school faculty. She is a
Harding graduate.

•

Paula Windsor
To Wed Sunday

WHC Club
Spends Monday
At Tahkodah
Ping-pong, croquet, horseshoes,
boating and hiking formed the entertainment at the WHC outing held
at Camp Takodah last Monday.
Attending the outing were: Susie
Bryant, Bill Floyd; Patsy Craig, Bob
Scott; Barbara Walton, J. L. May;
Carol Trent, Maurice Baldwin; Mary
Dunn, Joe Hightower; Lorene Smith,
J. D. Cash.
Asoko Kahehi, ·David Fieder; Joy
Womack, Frank Gatlin; Emilie Travis, Bill Diles; Dorthea Putman, Lowell Barr; Pat Stine, Bob Jolliff; Iva
Lou Langdon, Edsel Hughes; Tillie
Watson, Larry Stone.
Jackie Messick, Phil Watson; Marva Jo Shupe, Benny Stepehns; Eleanor Weaver, Dudley Spears; Gerald and Katy Westjohn, Dr. and
Mrs. Evan Ulrey and Mrs. W. B.
West Jr. and Patti.

Miss Pearl Helm
To Wed In June

'

Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Helm, Little
Rock, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Pearl, to Lt. Billy
G. Taylor, USAF, a son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Taylor of Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Helm attended Harding
College where she was a member of
the HRH club. Mr. Taylor attended
Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized
June 24.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. · Windsor of
North Little Roek announce the engagement of their daughter, Paula
Ann, to Gene Hamilton Peacock, son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Peacock, also
......... .. .............
of North Little Rock.
Miss Windsor attended Harding
J. D. PHILLIPS
College and is now a student at the ·>
AND SON
University of Arkansas School of
TV-Radio
::~
. Medical Technology. Mr. Peacock attended Michigan State University.
SALES AND SERVICE ::~
The wedding will take place Apr.
120 ~· _Race _
Sear_cr _ .
22 in Little Rock.
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AL WAVS WELCOME
at the

IDEAL SHOP

See our new gift selections while
ordering your Mothers' Day corsage.
r.----------------------------------- ~I

'

'
'
All home appliances !'

Grace Neal Florist

I

I

TV sales & services i
''
I
'I'
i
'
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"Fl owers o f

o·1s+·me+·ion "

TWO GOOD DRUGSTORES

We Wire Flowers

Headlee Walgreen
North Spring

II
I

TRAWICK'S
Appliance Store

'

''
:'
:
I

I

''

East Race St. - Searcy i
Phone 1297
i'
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Headlee Rexall
North Spruce
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"taken in" to some extent by
clever Communist "brain
LOOKING the
washing." The work began on
A BEAD
prisoners immediately after
their capture. Well-educated
by Dr. George S. Benso'English-speaking C hi n es e
DIRec:tOll - NATIONAL
ll>UCATION PROOAAM
Reds, many of them educated
Storey, Man10S
in American universities in recent years, lived among the
prisoners.
They were called
SUBJECTS FOR .
"instructors." They· conducted
"BRAIN WASHING"
daily "educational" lectures in
the camps and followed these
The scientific methods used up with subtle personal perby the Communists to "brain suasion on each prisoner.
wash" American prisoners of
Our Weakness
war, with astonishingly successful results, are explained in
Major Mayer said that the
detail by Major William E. Communists had made an inMayer, U. S. Army psychiat- tensive study and · analysis of
rist. He has m&de an exhaust- the attitude and character of
ive study of what happened to American soldiers. On · the
the 4,000 American soldiers Communist evaluation sheets,
held in North Korean prison the Americans generally were
camps by the Chinese Reds. considered: (1) to have weak
The results of his study to- loyalties - to family, to comgether with his analysis has munity and country, to God,
been published in the U. S. and to one another; (2) to
News and World Report.
have a hazy concept of right
One out of every three and wrong; (3) to have little
American
prisoners
were knowledge or understanding
"even among university
j
I graduates" - of American po1
j
1 litical history and philosophy
1
of how the American sys! and
tern works. On this premise,
l the Red "instructors" setl
I about to undermine t h e so -

+-·--·--·-·--·-·---t -

ALLEN'S

QUALITY BAKERY
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I
Our business is to serve 11
you with top quality
cookies, decorated cakes !
and bakery products.
1
I

f

I 13 E. Center Street

1

1
1

Phone 353

b ild
If you wish to u

from the ground up
SEE ·

SoutherIand
c
Lumber 0•
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diers' faith in their country April 18, 1956
HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.
5
and its system.
•
-------------"Brain washing," Major America; they don't attack America, faith in God, a clear
Mayer said, "is a calculated directly in this way, just as understanding of the advantattempt to distort men's con- they don't attack religion di- ages of our political and ecovictions and their principles. rectly. They merely purport to nomic system, and love of
"Brain washing" did not turn show you the side of it that country based on the great
a soldier into a Communist. you don't know, and they do values of life. In my opinion
But it often did weaken him this not with Communist lit- this is the most important
as a loyal American. It extract- erature; it is possible to do task facing the American
ed from him astounding this with perfectly good Amer- people.
amounts of military informa- ican authors ... "
tion, and a great deal of useOver-Emphasizing Faults
If we never flattered ourselves we
ful, believable propaganda material. It achieved widespread
"You mean by picking out should have but scant pleasure.
We often boast that we are never
collaboration. It created sub- · the bad side and ignoring the
stantial loss of confidence, good side about America?" he bored, but yet we are so conceited
among prisoners, in the Amer- was asked. "Certainly," he re- that we do not perceive how often
others.
ican system, raising doubts plied. By over-emphasizing the weAsbore
it is the mark of great minds
and confusion in the prisoners' bad and ignoring the good in to say things in a few words, so it
minds about themselves and the American system, the is that of little minds to use many
their country, and it turned Communist instructors dis- words to say nothing.
the American prisoners into torted the true picture. "Althe most docile uniformed men most to a man," said Major
To understand matters rightly we
we have ever seen."
Mayer, "the returnees lament- should understand their details, and
ed their lack of actual informa- as that knowledge is almost inFaith Shaken
tion, knowledge, about our finite, our knowledge is always
Major Mayer was asked: democratic system. Many of superficial and imperfect.
1
'Did you get the impression them, being relatively young
The test of extraordinary merit is
(from his interviews with men, had never .
been
hundreds of returned prisoners made aware of the protections to see those who envy it the most
and his studies of reports giv- and guarantees this Govern- yet obliged to praise it.
en by 4,000 prisoners) that ment affords its people. and
Politeness of mind oonsists in
these Americans' faith in their the fact that these are so
thinking
chaste
and
refined
own country and its principles advanced over anything in
thoughts.
was so weak that it could be Communist countries."
shaken by these Red Chinese
The MaJ· or al~o
· mentioned
Speeding
on
United
States
in prison cell interrogations?" , lack of patriotism. "A great streets and highways last year kill"Absolutely," replied the many people," he said,_ "~eel ed 12,700 men, women and chilMajor. "Not so, much by the that references to patr10tism dren.
interrogations but by the for- and love of cou.ntry are so.m:mal education program in what embarras~mg, unsophi~tiSpeeding on United States streets
which everyone participated to cated, or foolish . flag-wavii:g and highways injured 702,560 men,
a certain extent. This was : . . the Commums~s use ~hi~ women and children.
done not by Chinese ranting idea. to. weake~ ~heir enemies
and raving about the evils of patriotic co~vict10~ and t~us
In 1955, 8,130 pedestrians were
weaken their enemies' resist- killed in United States traffic accitlllllllllllllDIUlllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllUllDllllllllllllUllllll~ ance."
dents.
.
§
Major Mayer feels that par3
Week-end crashes accounted for
ents, schools, colleges and the
15,730 killed and 766,090 hurt durSee 'barga"in ta' ble
armed services all should endeavor to create in the minds ing 1955.
§ and hearts of the youth of
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Haile Furniture Co.

"The store that sells for cash and sells for less"
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I COLLEGE
i
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!AL & DEAN CAFE !
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Home Cooked Meals
Served Daily
Hiway 67 South

:

!
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BOOK STORE IE

Bradley's Barber Shop

§

103 W. Market St.
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Park Avenue Grocery

1

"We Appreciate Your Business"
We Deliver

S&H Green Stamps

a;; ___________ ---------------------------------------------------------------

SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

Welcomes
Harding College Student and Faculty
Members
_, d .. _

' •\ ,

Complete service on any make cars or trucks.
Of course. 'Most everyone
does-often. Because a
few moments over ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
It's sparkling with natural goodness, pure
and wholesome-and naturally friendly
to your figure. Feel like bavlOB a O:>kel

COCA-COLA BO'ITLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkan83$

-c...- .......................

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

WHITE COUNlY MOTOR CO.
Searcy

Eighty-five per cent of the vehicles involved in accidents were
passenger cars.
Welcome Harding Students
and Faculty to

g=
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Twenty-seven per cent of all drivers involved in fatal auto accidents
m the United States last year were
under 25 years of age.

Phone 1000
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Yanks ViEtorious
Over Indians

?nutt's Opittiott

The Yankees sent three pitchers
to the mound Thursday, but it paid
off in a 4-3 win over the Indians.
Louis Stephens toed the starting role for the Yanks and lasted
until the fourth inning when he retired, ~head 3-2, in favor of Bill
Stafford. Stafford lasted one inning - giving up two hits and one
run - and then rested in favor of
Joe Hightower, the Yanks' regular
pitcher. Hightower went the three
remaining innings unscratched, allowing one hit. It was the Yanks'
second win, as against one loss, and
the Indians' third straight setback.
The Indians' John McRae started
his first game, and, except for
spurts of laxness, tossed a creditable
game.
His foes jumped him for two runs
in the first inning, when he jitterly walked Pete Stone to start it
off. Don Ruckman laid a triple down
the right field line, counting Stone,
and Bill Stafford singled to left
field to bring Ruckman around.
The Indians came right back
though, taking advantage of Stephens' wildness. Stephens loaded the
bases with Indians by throwing
everywhere but near the plate, and
then he laid a pitch right down the
alley which batter John Lasater
belted for a single, scoring Hugh
Rhodes who had walked. Blackie
Berryhill, the third man to walk
scored on an error by . Stafford:
the catcher, after Stephens had set
Louis Hager down on strikes for the
second out.
The Yan!.{s scored their third run
in the second on a walk to Bob
Whetsell, a single by Stephens, and
a couple of infield grounders by
Ruckman
and Stafford
which
brought Whetsell home.
They then counted their winning
tally in the fourth. Vernon Means
started it with a single, went to second when McRae walked Bud Tucker and scored on an error by shortstop Carl Brecheen, who mishandled a grounder by Stephens.
Charles Davis scored the Indians'
third run off Stafford. He advanced
to second on a walk and passed ball
following 'ln out by Ken Davis and
then tallied on Rhodes' first of two
singles. Richard Walker followed
suit with a single, but whiffs by
McRae and Berryhill undid the effort.
Thereafter, Hightower handled
the Indians with little trouble.
Stephens was the winning pitcher, and McRae was tagged with the
loss. The Yanks' combination whiffed 11, while McRae turned down 10
via the strikeout route. Both teams
garnered four hits.

Baseball Standings
Major League
Dodgers ......... .............................
Braves ......... .. ........ ....... ............ ..
Yanks .......................... ............. :
Giants .......................... ..............
Indians .................................... ..
Tigers ........... .............................
Minor League
Crackers ... .. .. .. ..... ........ ....... .. .....
Barons ............... .......... ...............
Chicks ......,.. .... .. ... ....... .. ...... .. .. ...
Travelers ... ................ .................

3
3
2
1
O
0
3
2
1
O

Where quality is
high and prices
are low.
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Where is the ball?

By DEWEY BROWN
"IF WINTER 'COMES CAN
SPRING BE FAR BEHIND?

Dudley Spears swats nothing more than air when he takes a
poke at Garrett 'J11mmerman's fast ball in the third inning of Saturday's game between the Braves and the Giants. The Braves won, 9-3.

Academy Tracksters
Win Second Place
In County Meet
Harding Academy's tracksters
came in second out of a field of
seven teams in both the senior and
junior divisions at the County
Track Meet held last Friday at
the Searcy high track field.
Bradford topped the senior division, and Judsonia beat out the
Academy's juniors, 40-30.
The Wildcats' senior• mile relay
team placed first to win the Academy's only trophy of the night. Johnny Berryhill ran the first lap of the
relay, and Gerald Casey and Jack
Baldwin carried the baton the second and third laps. Tommy Dwyer
sprinted the last 440 yards of the
relay.
Gerald Casey was high point man
for the Academy's senior team with
14%, points. He won first place in
the 440 yard dash and the discus
tbrow. Casey also placed third in
the broad jump and ran in all the
relays.
Jack Rhodes and Tommy Dwyer
won the seniors two other blue ribbons in the high jump and shot-put
contests. Reggie Hamill placed second in the 220 yard dash, and Jack
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Major League
1. Sanders Braves ... ................ ...... .... .... .. .... ........ ... ....... ...
2. Norwood Giants ..... ...... ...... .. ............ ....... ..... ... ... ...........
3. Massey, V. Tigers .... ......................................................
4. Johnson Giants ..............................................................
5. Harrison Braves .. ..... ....... ..... .. ..... ... .. ............ ... ......... .. ...
6. Gentry Dodgers .. ......... ...... ... .. .. . ...... ....... ....... .... .. .. .......
7. Futrell, P. Dodgers ...... ...... ..... .......... .... .... .. .. .......... .. .. ...
8. Glover Dodgers ......... ...... ... ................. ... .... ... ... ... .. .........
9. DePew Dodgers . .. .. .......... ....... ... .... .......... ........... ..... .....
10. Rhodes, H. Indians .................. ........... .......... ...... ...... ...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

G
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Minor League
Shrable, Bernard Chicks ...... ....... ............. ........ ... ... .... 3
Huett Barons ... ... .... ........... ...... ..... .......... ........ ... ..... ... ... 3

AB
11
9
9
8
10
6
9
8
8
11

3
3
3
3
3
3
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HERE'S THE KEY ••••

Sterling Stores

Keep Tuned To

KWCB

Greenhouse and Florist

207 N. Oak
Phone 336
QUALITY CORSAGES
and ARRANGEMENTS

H Avg.
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~
8 .727
5 .555
5 .555
4 .500
5 .500
3 .500 =
5 .444
3 .374
3 .374
4 .363

.600
.454
.444
.428
5 2 .400
5 2 .400
10 4 .400
8 3 .375
11 4 .363
6 2 .333

10 6
11 5

For the best in music, news & sports
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Speer Crackers ........................................ ~.....................
Reeves Chicks ...... ..... ..... ..... ..... ....... ............. .... .... ...... .. ..
Whitehead Barons ... .. ....... ....... ............... ....... .... .. ... .. ....
8. Land Travelers ..... ...... ......... .. .... ...... ..... ..... ..... .. ... ....... ...
9. Shrable, Bernie Barons ......... ..... ................ ........ ..... ... ..
10. Stewart Crackers .. ... .... .. .. .... ........ ... .......... ...... ... ... ... . ....

STRAIGHT T STRATEGIST ••••

Joe Glover will be working
straight T tactics this coming fall at
Hazen, where he has been hired to
handle the football reins and just
about any other "rein" that might
come up.
Glover is completely inexperienced in the coaching field, but
Hazen officials ' understood that
when the contract was inked. Evidently Joe's the man they want.
Just how successful he will be
at Hazen is anybody's guess, but if
SOCIAL CLUBS:
all-out effort has anything to do
REAP WHAT YOU SOW!
with it, Joe will win his share to be
Everyone will concede that Track sure.
and Field Day is a blessing indeed. RHODES IS QUITE THE MAN ••••
Especially when it falls between
Timmy Rhodes wasn't satisfied
term papers and final exams: It's
like a shot-in-the-arm of adrenalin with his superlative efforts on the
junior basketball squad. Now the
or a psychological escape.
Everyone will concede also, that youngster is breaking records on
such clubs as Mohicans and Sub-T the junior track team.
Timmy was high man on the
are making a monopoly of track and
field honors. And so far they have track pole last Friday in the local
earned that right by practicing track meet held on Searcy High's
hard and long and by being ready cinders as he racked up an impresto toe the starting line when the sive 22~ points.
time comes.
He smashed two records - 220
They will continue to monopolize, yard dash and the 440 yard dash too until the other clubs get wise and placed in four other events.
and start working the old AmerYou would think Coach Hugh
ican principle of competition.
Groover is just now licking his
Sure it takes a lot of hard work, chops, and visualizing Rhodes' senand perhaps even more stinging, a ior escapades. Nope! Groover's philot of precious hours. But it's worth losophy is: "Wait until he gets on
it in the long run. Competing with the senior squad, and then we'll
other clubs will do more to weld see."

~

Baseball Batting Averages
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Baldwin placed second in the 880
yard run. Donny Berryhill was third
in the high hurdles. The 440 and
880 yard relay teams, made up of
Hamill, Casey, Dwyer and Adkins,
placed second and third.
Tim Rhodes starred on the junior
team as he made 22* points and
broke two records. He broke the
220-yard-dash record by two tenths
of a second as he ran it in 26.4 seconds. Tim also broke Gerald Casey's
440-yard dash record by 1.2 seconds. The old reeord was 61.5 seconds.
Besides breaking two records,
Rhodes placed second
the 50yard dash, first in the 100-yard
dash and third in the broad-jump
and shot-put.
Others who placed in the junior
events were Lanny Casey, fourth in
the 440 yard dash, and Lynn
Rhodes "'ho placed third in the dis-cus throw. The 440 yard relay team,
composed of Tim Rhodes, Lynn
Rhodes, Larry Daugherty and Lanny
Casey, came in fourth.
Coach Hugh Groover · said that
the boys need to improve a lot if
they hope to overcome Bradford and
Judsonia in the District Meet to be
held Apr. 25. He stated that the
senior squad needs someone to run
the dashes and that the junior team
needs more depth.

Winter has came and winter has
gone; bleak, borboding and gray:
gone; bleak, forboding and gray. '
the patters, of basketballs making
the day.
Spring .follows suit, and now
spring is here; light, colorful and
gay. Come now the clouts, and come
now the routs, of baseball making
the ~.y.
The Braves are red hot, and leading the pack; behind the fireballs of
Him. The Tigers are cold and wallowing below; the fault of nobody
but them.
Soon they will meet, the battle
ensue; a clash of embittered foes.
But the dust will soon settle, and
~he scorebook will rattle, a standmg of status quo.
The Braves are the winners; let
everyone shout, and make a joyful
sound. For the winners are seated
on the baseball throne, and imbued with a Harding crown!

a strong, compact social club than
anything else.
Many could use the exercise! A bit
of running, playing and laughing
could do much toward shaking one
out of the state of somnolence that
habitual studying eventually puts
one in.
·
This year's Track and Field Day
will be what the students ·make it.
And that includes those students
who haven't the slightest intention
of participating.
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We Gladly Give S&H Green Stamps

High Quality

Low Prices

Open til 9 p.m. everyday

Monday thru Saturday

:P~R~~R!~ ·~

1300 on your radio dial
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HARDING COLLEGE tAUHDRY
Have

you seen our 1c sale?
"The Best In The Business"
Greg Rhocles, Mgr.
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Cleaning
Pressing
*Wet Wash
Fluf Dry
Laundry Finish
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